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ABSTRACT

China plays a prominent role in the fashion industry as a leading exporter and importer of textiles. Recent studies reveal the extent of the environmental impacts of the fashion industry on greenhouse gas emissions and pollutants. The 2021 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change reported a harrowing prediction of rapidly worsening climate change, demanding immediate remedial climate action to avoid disastrous effects. China's textile industry contributes significantly to the nation's air and water pollution. The industry relies on unsustainable practices including improper dumping of untreated, volatile wastewater and burning coal to power textile factories, increasing hazardous methane emissions.

This Note seeks to examine China's current environmental regulations and sustainability initiatives affecting the textile industry. China's textile industry exists within a globalized system; therefore, evaluating the current approaches of factories, nations, and brands in mitigating the industry's sustainability practices necessitates understanding overarching international commitments. This Note advocates for several measures that the Chinese government and the fashion industry should take to address the severe environmental impacts of China's textile industry. China
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should strengthen its new environmental tax policy to include carbon dioxide within the scope of offending pollutants. Brands should also leverage their financial position to require supply chains to become more transparent and shift toward more environmentally friendly wastewater and dyeing practices. Finally, China’s economy must continue phasing out its coal dependency to rely more on renewable energy sources to power a more sustainable future for the textile industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

“Becoming more mindful about clothing means looking at every fiber, at every seed and every dye and seeing how to make it better. We don’t want sustainability to be our edge, we want it to be universal.” —Eileen Fisher

The 2021 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (“IPCC”) Report presented a shocking prediction of climate change’s rapidly intensifying effects. Accordingly, the climate crisis demands swift and dramatic action to meet such an unprecedented challenge. The fashion industry is one of the most polluting industries on the planet. In response to a recent explosion of consumer demand for sustainability, brands have undertaken new initiatives to commit to a more sustainable


3. Subramanian Muthu & Asim Choudhury, Environmental Impacts of the Textile Industry and Its Assessment Through Life Cycle Assessment, in ROADMAP TO SUSTAINABLE TEXTILES AND CLOTHING: ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF TEXTILES AND CLOTHING SUPPLY CHAIN 1–5 (Subramanian Senthilkannan Muthu eds. 2014) (“The issues which make the life cycles of textiles and clothing unsustainable are the use of harmful chemicals, high consumption of water and energy, generation of large quantities of solid and gaseous wastes, huge fuel consumption for transportation to remote places where textile units are located, and use of non-biodegradable packaging materials.”).
approach at each stage of their garment’s life, including the initial treatment of textiles.4

The textile industry is an extensive global supply chain that involves the processing of fibers into fabric and subsequent assembly of fabrics into garments.5 Large amounts of water, chemicals, and fossil fuels are required at each stage of production. Water consumption and improper wastewater discharge can often lead to severe groundwater contamination and exacerbate water scarcity issues.6

According to the World Trade Organization, China stands at the forefront of both the fashion industry and this environmental crisis as the largest exporter and producer of textiles in the world.7 The textile industry produces 2.5 billion tons of wastewater, which manufacturers often improperly dump into waterways without prior filtration.8 China’s textile industry is responsible for more than fifty percent of global fiber production.9 A common and harrowing joke in China is that “you can predict the ‘it’ color for the season by looking at the color of the river.”10

Ameliorating this issue requires a deeper understanding of the environmental issues at play. In the most basic terms, the textile industry contributes to two forms of pollution in China:

---

4. Id. at 5.
6. Id. at 429-30.
10. Webber, supra note 8.
water pollution and air pollution. This Note investigates China’s current approach to regulating each form of pollutants. Part II addresses the issue of water pollution and China’s new environmental tax reforms which provide a potential solution to the historical problems of China’s nonenforcement of environmental regulations. Brands have also begun piloting new water pollution initiatives with commitments to use more sustainable dyeing practices and wastewater treatment facilities. Part III discusses the issue of air pollution by examining international and collective brand reform initiatives targeting greenhouse gas emission initiatives, including the renewed Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action and the 26th United Nations Climate Change Conference (“COP26”). Brands’ commitment to sustainability alone, although crucial, will not solve the environmental crisis facing the textile industry; national governments must craft complementary policies that facilitate the industry’s goal of decreasing carbon emissions.

Part IV presents several recommendations to improve the sustainability of the textile industry in China. As a leader in textile production and one of the industry’s worst polluters, any reforms that China’s textile industry implements—such as environmentally friendly textile dyeing or wastewater treatment facilities—could spur widespread reform across factories, brands, and governments. Achieving this goal of mainstream industry

---


13. See Yi Li et al., Decoupling Water Consumption and Environmental Impact on Textile Industry by Using Water Footprint Method: A Case Study in China, 9 WATER 1, 1 (Feb. 9, 2017) (“Establishing a resource-saving and environment-friendly textile production system is an essential goal for the development of China’s textile industry, and also a prerequisite for China to achieve green modernization . . . . to improve the water management and ultimately achieve sustainable development of the textile industry.”).
sustainability requires reforming China’s environmental tax system and encouraging brands to shift toward more sustainable textile treatment practices while leveraging their financial influence to ensure supplier accountability. Furthermore, China’s textile industry must be part of the ground-breaking transition away from the nation’s heavy coal dependency to comply with the aims of the Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action and COP26.14

II. WATER POLLUTION

The textile dyeing industry is responsible for the vibrant colors that often first catch a customer’s eye when picking out a garment off the rack or sorting through pages of an online store.15 However, the process of creating this final product involves a significant environmental price when manufacturers utilize noxious chemicals and improperly dump wastewater directly into waterways.16 The textile industry is the world’s second largest polluter of water, evident by the sight of the rivers and freshwater reservoirs that surround textile industry towns in Chinese provinces.17

A. CHINESE TEXTILE FACTORIES’ IMPROPER DUMPING OF POLLUTED WASTEWATER


17. Id.
A 2010 report by Greenpeace, a global network dedicated to increasing awareness of environmental issues, exposed the extent of this damage to two textile towns in the southern Guangdong province, Xintang, the “Jeans Capital of the World,” and Gurao, a town with eighty percent of its local economy dependent upon lingerie and undergarment manufacturing. Laboratory testing of the water and sediment revealed alarming levels of heavy metals including one sediment sample with concentrations of cadmium at “128 times in excess of national environmental standards.” Cadmium, chromium, mercury, lead, and copper were found in seventeen of the twenty-one samples collected in the towns. Dumping wastewater from denim dyeing treatment plants devastated Xintang’s Dong River, making it completely unsafe for human use and poisoning crops in the event of an overflow. Similarly, Gurao’s local river, the Xiao Xi, was so polluted that it became no longer potable or inhabitable for fish. The villagers complained of the strong stench and stated that their homes flooded with toxic wastewater when the river overflows. Greenpeace estimated that these towns represent only two of the hundreds of textile towns like this in China.

1. China’s Regulation of Wastewater Disposal

China’s textile industry relies on processing large quantities of water, yet many argue that it fails to regulate wastewater...
treatment adequately.25 Residual heavy metal and noxious, carcinogenic chemicals and dyes are often dumped into rivers and freshwater sources.26 Disposal is often poorly regulated or virtually unregulated, failing to disincentivize such detrimental practices.27 It is estimated that seventy percent of lakes and rivers, and ninety percent of the groundwater in China are polluted, threatening wildlife and citizens’ access to clean water.28

The World Bank estimates that seventeen to twenty percent of China’s industrial water pollution is due to textile dyeing and treatment.29 Furthermore, China’s water contains seventy-two toxic chemicals solely attributable to textile dyeing, thirty of which cannot be chemically removed from the water at all.30 Ma Jun, a renowned environmentalist and founding director of the Chinese nongovernmental Institute for Public and Environmental Affairs (“IPE”), stated that:

[r]elatively more people are exposed to heavy metal pollution from textiles than any other industry. There are ‘several thousand’ violators from the industry featur[ed] among the IPE lists of factories and that have been fined for polluting China’s water and air as they produce the clothes worn around the world.31

He argued that this issue’s continued prevalence was in part due to the lack of incentive for factories and companies to clean up their practices.32 The fines that had been in effect for decades for violating environmental standards in this way are relatively low (between 50,000 and 100,000 yuan, or the equivalent of

25. Id.
26. Id.
27. Id.
28. Id.
29. Id.
30. Id.
32. CHINA WATER RISK, supra note 18.
approximately 7,800 to 15,000 US dollars) and were imposed not per violation but rather annually.33

The lack of adequate fine enforcement and wastewater treatment plants enables factories and brands to continue engaging in dumping practices without criticism or accountability.34 Nongovernmental organizations (“NGOs”) like Ma Jun’s IPE have taken matters into their own hands by demanding transparency of pollution data.35 These platforms have dramatically impacted the accountability and enforcement of China’s environmental regulatory regime.36

2. IPE’s Public Databases Demand Accountability

IPE commits to promoting public awareness and holding governments and brands accountable for water and air pollution violations.37 It collects data and creates public indices so that individuals, companies, investors, government officials, and NGOs all access the same information, which has led to “drastic cuts in emissions.”38 It first developed the China Water Pollution Map, China’s first environmental public database of official governmental reports that identifies thousands of cases of water discharge violations and factory pollutant performance records across the country.39

This map grew from a meager two thousand records of discharge violations in 2006 to a current collection of 1.5 million

33. Id.
35. Id. at 18.
36. Id.
38. Id.
corporate violations.\textsuperscript{40} With twenty-two thousand monitoring stations, IPE collects information to develop detailed indices.\textsuperscript{41} IPE presents this data to the National People’s Congress, China’s national legislature, to encourage more manufacturer transparency and embolden further water data disclosures.\textsuperscript{42}

IPE later developed Blue Map, a mobile app that allows citizens to access air and water quality data and file “micro-reports” against polluting factories.\textsuperscript{43} Ma Jun created the app with the conviction that knowledge is power; before 2013, people had limited access to any air quality data.\textsuperscript{44} Residents can now check the app daily to understand current air quality conditions and pinpoint the exact polluters and regions contributing to the day’s smog.\textsuperscript{45} The app has now been downloaded three million times and provides real-time pollution data across thirty-one provinces and 338 cities for thirteen thousand companies.\textsuperscript{46} Users can take to social media to provide accountability in the court of public opinion against factories and contracting companies. This system acts as a form of transparency and accountability that had not been available or enforced through governmental regulations for decades.\textsuperscript{47}

The current app facilitates reporting water pollution violations. Users report “black and smelly rivers” to government ministries with guarantees of a one hundred percent response rate, detailing the violating company’s and government’s response and counteraction to the report.\textsuperscript{48} The app possesses a social media element with a sharing wall in which users can discuss current conditions or reports on polluters.\textsuperscript{49} Therefore, polluters are under heightened scrutiny as citizens not only access novel polluter

\textsuperscript{40} Jun & Sköld, supra note 37.
\textsuperscript{41} Id.
\textsuperscript{42} Id.
\textsuperscript{43} Ancheri, supra note 31.
\textsuperscript{44} Id.; Romano, supra note 39.
\textsuperscript{45} Ancheri, supra note 31.
\textsuperscript{46} Id.
\textsuperscript{47} Id.
\textsuperscript{48} Id.
\textsuperscript{49} Id.
information but also demand accountability through reports of environmental violations and social discussion boards. IPE’s app has motivated 1.5 million reports of environmental violations with key polluters addressing and correcting violations.50 Furthermore, the program motivated “more than 70 of the largest local and multinational brands to engage with their Green Supply Chain program, where companies compare their list of suppliers with IPE’s list of violators to identify the gaps and make improvements.”51 Large companies like Nike, H&M, and Sony utilize the IPE’s factory polluter maps to self-regulate their suppliers.52

IPE provides emissions data updated every two hours of eighteen thousand factories in China, with a focus on the water pollutant activities of dye houses, chemical plants, and industrial water treatment facilities.53 The app provides a strong tool to the public with societal pressures for factories to be more sustainable.54 It increases public scrutiny with live up-to-date databases, convenient accessibility to submit ministerial reports of environmental violations, and presentation of data to the People’s Congress to spread awareness about the severity of China’s water pollution issue.55

IPE and Ma Jun’s book, China’s Water Crisis, promoted widespread environmental awareness across the globe, and Ma Jun became the face of China’s environmentalism movement.56 When factories are flagged for polluting activities, the societal pressure leads many brands to improve their practices.57 They can then partner with IPE to conduct third-party audits of their supply

50. Id.
51. Id.
52. Id.
53. Jun & Sköld, supra note 37.
54. Id.
55. Id.
57. Id.
chains and update the database to reflect their improved practices.\textsuperscript{58}

IPE has audited and collaborated with many notable industry leaders’ supply chains including Apple’s factories in China.\textsuperscript{59} In 2011, the database published reports exposing several tech companies’ environmentally harmful practices; IPE later considered publishing additional reports upon discovering that Apple factories manufacturing iPhone, iPad, and MacBook parts improperly dumped toxic chromium waste in China’s waterways.\textsuperscript{60} Apple cooperated with IPE to reform its practices and has now become one of many private industry leaders IPE has aided.\textsuperscript{61}

An emphasis on transparency through alternative platforms like the Blue Map app and IPE’s many indices offers an opportunity to informally regulate the Chinese textile industry’s severe water pollution.\textsuperscript{62} It addresses a problem often overlooked by the Chinese government, wider public, and brands, all of whom have been historically elusive about disclosure of this compromising data.\textsuperscript{63} With increasing consumer pressures to be more sustainable, these transparency tools can be key for brands to know whether their manufacturers are complying with their sustainability commitments.\textsuperscript{64}

\textbf{B. CHINA’S 2018 ENVIRONMENTAL TAX LAW REFORM}

In 2017, tens of thousands of textile factories in China temporarily closed in an unprecedented crackdown on factories that failed to comply with national environmental pollution laws.\textsuperscript{65}

\begin{itemize}
\item[58.] \textit{Id.}
\item[59.] \textit{Id.}
\item[60.] \textit{Id.} ("More than seven years later [after Apple’s initial meetings with IPE], IPE has helped audit many of Apple’s factories and suppliers in China, and the group now ranks the company first on its list of the most transparent companies.").
\item[61.] \textit{Id.}
\item[62.] Jun & Sköld, \textit{supra note 37.}
\item[63.] \textit{Id.}
\item[64.] \textit{Id.}
Inspectors from China’s Ministry of Environmental Protection fined and, in some cases, criminally charged more than eighty thousand factories.\(^66\) Entire manufacturing provinces shut down, resulting in many brands exporting their supply chains to other countries including Bangladesh and India to fulfill orders.\(^67\) Some argued this crackdown pressures factories to improve their concerning environmental practices, forcing them to comply with stricter regulations.\(^68\)

China implemented a new Environmental Protection Tax that went into effect on January 1, 2018.\(^69\) Under the new tax law, violators are disciplined by China’s tax bureaus, rather than the environmental bureau.\(^70\) China’s tax bureaus are known to stand as “powerful entities backed up by rigorous laws that, when violated, are typically met with aggressive local enforcement.”\(^71\) The new policy aims to reduce pollutant discharge by implementing more effective enforcement measures.\(^72\)

1. Understanding the New Tax Policy

The tax effectively supplanted the Pollutant Discharge Fee system that had been in effect since 1979 while still regulating the same scope of environmental violations concerning water pollution, air pollution, noise pollution, and solid wastes.\(^73\) Taxable

tens-of-thousands-of-factories-in-unprecedented-pollution-crack
[https://perma.cc/KL5Z-QMEU].
\(^{66}\) Id.
\(^{67}\) Id. ("Inspection crews from the environmental bureau had shut businesses down in industrial towns], cutting electricity and gas...Entire swaths of Eastern China have halted production.").
\(^{68}\) Id.
\(^{70}\) Schmitz, supra note 65.
\(^{71}\) Id.
\(^{72}\) Id.
\(^{73}\) Laney Zhang, China: New Law Replacing Pollution Discharge Fee with Environmental Protection Tax, LIBR. OF CONG. (Feb. 8, 2017), https://www.loc.gov/item/global-legal-monitor/2017-02-08/china-new-law-replacing-
items, tax rates, and taxpayer specifications largely mimic the fee system.\textsuperscript{74} However, the tax system heralds new changes to the penalty system that attempt to pioneer new incentives for enforcing existing regulations and encouraging polluters to decrease their levels of contaminants.\textsuperscript{75}

Unlike the fee system, the collected tax revenue remains at the local authority level completely, rather than allocating ten percent to the central government.\textsuperscript{76} The government designed this fee system to encourage enforcement.\textsuperscript{77} It imbues local level authorities with greater enforcement powers and incentives to collect the tax.\textsuperscript{78}

Additionally, in the past, the government organized the fee system as a uniform fee that did not distinguish between higher or lower polluters.\textsuperscript{79} The new tax makes this distinction, recognizing that the uniform fee system failed to compel companies to lessen their pollution levels if they were to face the same fine amount regardless.\textsuperscript{80} Polluters pay different tax rates contingent upon their level of polluting activity so that heavy polluters face greater financial consequences.\textsuperscript{81}

The tax system possesses preferential tax breaks to further incentivize reducing emissions.\textsuperscript{82} It provides more avenues of achieving tax penalty reductions when performing actions that minimize pollutant levels. Under the fee system, the only way to reduce the imposed fee by fifty percent was if the polluter demonstrated their levels were less than fifty percent of the local

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{75} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{76} Cicenia, \textit{supra} note 69.
\item \textsuperscript{77} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{78} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{79} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{80} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{81} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{82} Hu, \textit{supra} note 74.
\end{itemize}
standard. The new tax policy offers an additional route for tax reduction; a company will receive a twenty-five percent tax cut if they can show their pollution is thirty to forty-nine percent less than the local permitted disposal standard.83

The tax also addresses part of the longstanding criticism that the fee system was not structured with serious enough stakes to deter polluters.84 The tax raises the penalty for non-payment from three times the fee amount to five times the tax amount.85 Further, if violations are deemed particularly egregious, local authorities can charge criminal penalties.86

In the past, local governments exploited loopholes in the fee system to exempt larger enterprises, the most serious offenders, in exchange for fiscal revenue.87 The tax system was designed to help close those loopholes.88 However, it is noteworthy that local authorities still have discretion in setting the tax rate for the applicable pollutant (within a set range decided by the central government), which could potentially raise new exploitation concerns.89 Nevertheless, this discretion was meant to take into account the region and company’s socioeconomic context.90

Proponents also expect tax authorities to impose the tax with greater frequency and intensity than administrative departments.91 The government changed enforcement authority to increase environmental supervision for more rigid administration.92 The enactment of these new policies seek to collectively improve enforcement of national environmental regulations, while incentivizing energy-related companies to adopt more sustainable manufacturing and wastewater treatment

83. Id.
84. Cicenia, supra note 69.
85. Id.
86. Id.
87. Id.
88. Id.
89. Id.
90. Id.
91. Hu, supra note 74.
92. Id.
practices. If the tax system’s enforcement proves effective, it could help discourage the water pollution offenses by the textile industry.

2. Evaluation of the Policy’s Efficiency

China’s Environmental Protection Tax marks the first of its kind in China’s history. China’s environmental impact, a result of its large population, growing economy, and ill-reputed levels of unsafe air and water pollutants in major cities, has been the source of widespread international scrutiny. This tax was promulgated in 2016 to start reforming heavily polluting industries as part of the country’s commitment to transition to a greener economy.

The State Council originally introduced the concept of replacing the pollutant discharge system with a tax scheme in 2008. After years of debate, the Ministry of Finance, the State Administration of Taxation, and the Ministry of Environmental Protection jointly introduced draft tax reform laws for public comment in 2015 and 2016. The law went into effect around the time when the nation began implementing an assortment of national regulations to address environmental concerns.
An economic study from *Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society* predicted that this more stringent tax scheme would significantly reduce pollution and increase China’s environmental quality.\(^\text{100}\) Analysts estimate that the tax could generate up to fifty billion yuan (approximately 7.68 billion US dollars) each year.\(^\text{101}\) From January to November 2018, China’s investigations of environmental regulation violations increased by more than 102 percent, with 35,600 violations.\(^\text{102}\)

The policy does contain many flaws that reduce the efficiency of attaining the program’s overarching goal of tackling China’s pollution crisis. First, the discretion afforded to local authorities to decide pollution tax rates could lead heavy polluter manufacturers to simply shift their location to a more tax-friendly province and continue inflicting the same serious environmental harms.\(^\text{103}\) This would counter the entire purpose of the tax and act as a new loophole for large offending enterprises. While cities like Beijing have imposed high rates on emissions in response to national pressures, other manufacturing hubs like Guangdong continue to retain their status as manufacturer-friendly provinces with low rates of pollution taxes.\(^\text{104}\)

Second, it carves out two key exemptions that will considerably affect China’s textile factories’ environmental practices. The first carveout incentivizes polluters to engage in waste treatment practices before disposal. Manufacturers are completely exempted from the tax if they “discharge pollutants directly to centralized sewage and waste treatment facilities and those that dispose of solid wastes in facilities that meet the local

---

100. Tu & Wang, *supra* note 93.
102. *Id.*
104. *Id.*
This could deter textile factories and dye houses from simply dumping untreated wastewater directly into waterways and start using biodegradable chemicals that could be chemically removed from the wastewater.106

However, even if a manufacturer does utilize a centralized treatment plant, factories often produce enormous volumes of wastewater that exceed a plant’s capacity.107 Many textile dyeing factories continue to ignore environmental regulations or avoid detection by dumping wastewater at night or constructing clandestine discharge pipes.108 Therefore, pressure needs to come from large brands to hold their suppliers accountable by encouraging construction of water treatment plants and investing in the switch from excessive synthetic, toxic chemical dyes to more natural dyes.109

This policy may incentivize larger brands to construct treatment facilities so they fall within the tax carveout; however, secret dumping practices present a more difficult ethical issue that could be ameliorated by pressures from the court of public opinion when legal enforcement fails. Reports by the IPE databases may help shine a light on these violations. However, IPE databases cannot account for every factory’s improper practice, especially when producers perform them behind closed doors. Consumers increasingly demand more sustainably produced clothes from the wider fashion industry, which has led to industry-wide international eco-friendly pledges and restructured marketing to emphasize their commitment to sustainably sourced textiles.110 Improper wastewater dumping should be more publicly regarded within this mainstream discussion and marketing of sustainable

105. Id.
106. See id.
108. Id.
109. Id.
fashion. The public discourse of the environmentalism of fashion often focuses on the important issue of fast fashion and textile waste; this discussion must include other forms of pollutants, including improper dumping of noxious wastewater and holding brands accountable for turning a blind eye to the harmful actions of their supply chains.

China’s new tax policy also fails to include carbon dioxide in the enumerations of offending pollutants.\textsuperscript{111} The textile industry relies on coal for its energy-intensive processing of textiles and subsequent transportation of finished garments.\textsuperscript{112} This exemption enables China to continue relying on burning coal as its primary energy source.\textsuperscript{113} Carving out coal emissions from the tax policy diminishes the policy’s effectiveness in tackling the country’s and textile industry’s impacts on air pollution.

\textbf{C. INITIATIVES}

Achieving the overarching green goals of China’s Environmental Protection Tax will require additional complementary measures for effective enforcement of the tax policy.\textsuperscript{114} Effectuating meaningful environmental change requires that local authorities diligently monitor factories’ environmental pollutants and that international parties and brands apply external pressures to build treatment plants and shift the industry away from coal dependency.\textsuperscript{115} Several large brands have risen to the challenge and spearheaded initiatives to specifically address water pollution.

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{111. Zhang, \textit{supra} note 73.}
\footnote{112. Cicenia, \textit{supra} note 69.}
\footnote{113. \textit{Id}.}
\footnote{114. See \textit{id}. ("Both the Environment Protection Tax and the Water Pollution Prevention and Control Law come in the context of larger moves by the Chinese government to push for an ‘ecological civilization’ calls for green growth and lays out specific targets for water, air, and soil quality, in addition to the development of clean technologies. Investors should expect further moves in environmental law enforcement.").}
\footnote{115. \textit{Id}.}
\end{footnotes}
1. Brands Pilot Water Pollution Initiatives

Brands possess financial leverage to force supply chains to comply with national and international wastewater standards, as well as their own sustainability objectives. H&M demonstrated this influence when it required suppliers to report their wastewater performance using the Higg Index, a standardized system measuring supply chain sustainability. It also piloted Colorfix, an industrial dyeing alternative technology that does not use hazardous chemicals and reduces water consumption up to ninety percent.

Brands can also join coalitions dedicated to knowledge-sharing and transitioning to more sustainable practices. Zero Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals Initiative ("ZDHC") is a conglomerate campaign created specifically to address the textile industry’s water pollution through hazardous chemical discharge. ZDHC’s membership includes “leading brands, value chain affiliates, and associate contributors committed to advancing towards zero discharge of hazardous chemicals in the textile, leather, and footwear value chain, thereby reducing harm to the environment and human well-being.” It is committed to reducing the amount and type of hazardous chemicals discharged in wastewater by supply chains.

118. Id.

2. New Manual: How to Dye More Sustainably

In the wake of high consumer demand for more eco-friendly clothing practices, it is in brands’ financial interest to transition to greener practices.\footnote{123. Andria Cheng, More Consumers Want Sustainable Fashion, But Are Brands Delivering It?, FORBES (Oct. 17, 2019), https://www.forbes.com/sites/andriacheng/2019/10/17/myore-consumers-want-sustainable-fashion-but-are-brands-delivering-it/?sh=143ebfbb34a5 [https://perma.cc/32MP-78AC] (“Getting sustainability right pays dividends as consumers, led by millennials and Gen Z, are demanding it: online searches for ‘sustainable fashion’ tripled between 2016 and 2019.”).} Many brands, however, may not know the best way to make textile processing more sustainable. Brands have begun experimenting with more sustainable dyes (i.e., moving away from azo dyes for natural dyes) and recycled fabrics, and have implemented new technologies to transform the norms of textile processing.\footnote{124. Ralph Lauren and Dow Open-Source New Process to Transform How the Fashion Industry Dyes Cotton, RALPH LAUREN CORP. (Oct. 13, 2021), https://corporate.ralphlauren.com/pr_211013_RalphLaurenxDow.html [https://perma.cc/XC4H-XCNK].}
On October 13, 2021, Ralph Lauren and Dow released an open-sourced manual that explains how to efficiently dye cotton more sustainably through a process called ECOFAST Pure Sustainable Textile Treatment.\footnote{125} It was released as a step-by-step explanation of Dow’s cationic cotton treatment that relies on existing dyeing equipment. Manufacturers pretreat the cotton fabric with ECOFAST Pure and in doing so “significantly reduce(s) the amount of water, chemicals and energy needed to color cotton, by enabling up to 90% less process chemicals, 50% less water, 50% less dyes, and 40% less energy without sacrificing color or quality.”\footnote{126} The manual intends to encourage the rest of the textile industry to adopt the more sustainable cotton-dyeing method as a customary practice.\footnote{127}

The release of this manual is part of Ralph Lauren’s Color on Demand Initiative.\footnote{128} As a less resource-intensive dyeing system, ECOFAST Pure provides an opportunity to mitigate the textile industry’s impact on water pollution and water scarcity. Ralph Lauren has committed to use the treatment to dye more than eighty percent of its cotton, with the goal of standardizing it as the mainstream industry practice and becoming the first scalable zero wastewater cotton dyeing system.\footnote{129} Changing the way the industry processes textiles can help mitigate water pollution in China and manufacturers across the globe.

**D. WATER POLLUTION: SUMMARY**

Improper dumping of untreated hazardous wastewater from textile processing has had disastrous effects on textile town’s waterways and surrounding communities’ health in China. China’s 2018 tax reform, IPE public databases, and knowledge-sharing campaigns about innovative environmental dyeing practices all seek to mitigate this problem. These measures demand better
environmental accountability and incentivize greener textile treatment technologies.

III. AIR POLLUTION

Studies by the National Resource Defense Council reveal Chinese textile factories produce three billion tons of soot each year when burning coal for energy to keep these factories running; this pollutes the air of local communities with contaminants linked to respiratory and cardiac diseases.\(^{130}\) According to reports by the United Nations Environment Program, 1.2 billion tons of carbon dioxide, or eight to ten percent of global carbon emissions, are attributed to the fashion industry.\(^{131}\) That outpaces the emissions of all international flights and maritime shipping.\(^{132}\) Textile demands are expected to increase over the next decade and at its current rate, the industry’s greenhouse gas emissions are expected to rise by more than fifty percent by 2030.\(^{133}\)

The majority of the textile industry’s contribution to air pollution arises from the greenhouse gases emitted from burning coal to power the textile factories and subsequent distribution.\(^{134}\) China’s textile factories have faced increasing backlash for their considerable energy consumption as local governments have begun pressuring manufacturers to curb emissions to meet the nation’s energy efficiency targets.\(^{135}\) China’s economy is largely
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dependent upon coal and therefore most factories are powered by burning coal, the dirtiest fossil fuel.\textsuperscript{136} It is hard to quantify the textile industry's impact on air pollution in China, but some sources have generated approximations. Estimates indicate that China's textile industry contributed four to eight billion tons of greenhouse gases in 2000 to 2011 and 18.5 billion tons in 2020.\textsuperscript{137} Although China currently possesses environmental standards imposing restrictions on factories' air pollutant emissions, these regulations have long been criticized by many individuals including NGOs and environmental activists for being too relaxed, and fines for standards violations often go unenforced.\textsuperscript{138} The new tax reforms may help address this issue but, as previously discussed, there are flaws in the tax system that could allow polluters to continue offending.\textsuperscript{139} Global pressures found in international pledges could provide additional incentives needed to alter China's longstanding history of coal dependence. From October 31 to November 13, 2021, almost every country across the world convened in Glasgow for the global climate summit, the 26th United Nations Climate Change Conference (“COP26”).\textsuperscript{140} China pledged to cut emissions in accordance with the COP26 agreements.\textsuperscript{141} Furthermore, the fashion industry composed its own pledges of sustainability with

\textsuperscript{136} Liu et al., supra note 134; see Fossil Fuels and Climate Change: The Facts, CLIENTEARTH (Nov. 11, 2020), https://www.clientearth.org/latest/latest-updates/stories/fossil-fuels-and-climate-change-the-facts/ [https://perma.cc/CVW9-T7V8]. Coal is often characterized as the dirtiest fossil fuel because it is the most carbon-intensive and therefore when burned it emits the highest amount carbon dioxide in comparison to all the fossil fuels; coal is “responsible for over 0.3°C of the 1°C increase in global average temperatures – making it the single largest source of global temperature rise.” Id.
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the launch of the United Nations Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action.142

A. FASHION INDUSTRY CHARTER FOR CLIMATE ACTION

The Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action aims to commit stakeholders to discuss and implement widespread change across the industry.143 Brands, suppliers, and retailers came together to collaborate on solving complex environmental issues that no one party can solve on its own.144 The fashion industry represents a significant portion of global greenhouse gas emissions, so this Charter represents an opportunity for the private sector to assist in meeting goals set under the Paris Agreement, which estimates indicate are currently in jeopardy of not being met.145 Transforming the fashion industry with innovative technologies and practices could not only make an impact on global emissions but also inspire other industries and countries to implement similar initiatives.146

1. Background and Progress of Working Groups

The Charter originally launched in 2018 at COP24, assembling a conglomerate of powerful stakeholders in the fashion industry to implement climate action.147 The overarching objective is to meet the Paris Agreement’s goal of limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius by achieving net-zero greenhouse gas emissions in the fashion industry by 2050.148 The 2021 revised charter commits
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to reducing the industry’s emissions by fifty percent by 2030 against a baseline of no earlier than 2015.149 This was an increase from the former target of thirty percent industry reduction.150 In addition, the charter outlines pathways to decarbonization with Science-Based Targets, or methods set by the Science-Based Targets Initiative—a partnership between CDP, the United Nations Global Compact, World Resources Institute (“WRI”), and the World Wide Fund for Nature (“WWF”)—to enable private sector climate action.151

One-hundred-and-thirty leading brands signed the Charter including Burberry, Chanel, Guess, Kering Group, Ralph Lauren, and Stella McCartney.152 Notably, LVMH, the owner of Louis Vuitton, Dior, and Givenchy decided to sign on at the 2021 Glasgow Conference.153 Additionally, organizations like the Better Cotton Initiative, China National Textile and Apparel Council, China Textile Information Centre, and Global Organic Textile Standard have signed on to contribute to discussions of reducing fashion’s carbon footprint.154 The Charter provides a forum for dialogue between brands, retailers, suppliers, and organizations to achieve Sustainable Development Goals and promote transparency.155

In 2021, the Charter signatories met at COP26 to discuss the past year’s progress and future objectives.156 The Charter created seven working groups: Decarbonization Pathway; Raw Materials; Manufacturing & Energy; Policy Engagement; Financial Tools; Low Carbon Logistics; and Brand, Retailer Owner or Operated
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Emissions. Each group dedicated efforts to address specific elements of the initiative’s larger sustainability objectives.

Charter signatories agreed to publicly report their greenhouse gas emissions, so the Decarbonization Pathway and GHG Emission Reductions Working Group worked on assessing reporting measures and declared that the CDP ("Carbon Disclosure Project") would act as the Charter’s standard reporting platform. Members also developed a document called the “Playbook for Climate Action” to educate less experienced fashion companies on climate decarbonization initiatives. Furthermore, the group released the Race to Zero Milestone document to provide a valuable resource overview of short- and long-term ambitions and successful milestones.

The Raw Materials Working Group is committed to the Charter principles of “prioritizing materials with low-climate impact without affecting negatively other sustainability aspects.” They prepared a report titled "Identifying Low Carbon Sources of Cotton and Polyester Fibers" to holistically evaluate the sustainability of current fiber processing practices, highlight alternative methods of material production, and issue a call to action to increase global percentages of recycled polyester. This group plans to issue reports on other raw materials including human-made cellulosic fibers and animal fibers.

The Low-Carbon Manufacturing and Energy Group is focused on adhering to the Charter principles of pursuing clean, energy-efficient measures, and committing factories and Charter members by 2025 to not install new coal-powered boilers or power
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generators on tier one and two sites.\textsuperscript{165} From 2019 to 2020, this Group worked with the Policy Engagement Working Group to compile a summary analyzing economic and political strategies to phase out coal and implement energy-efficient renewable energy in six key manufacturing markets, including China, Bangladesh, Cambodia, Indonesia, Italy, and Vietnam.\textsuperscript{166} The Policy Engagement Group will continue engaging with key market countries to accelerate the Charter’s goals.\textsuperscript{167}

The Financing Tools Working Group focused on partnering with experts, policymakers, investors, and the finance community to design a roadmap for financing decarbonization climate action strategies.\textsuperscript{168} Additionally, they prepared case studies of emerging financial tools like green bonds and sustainable supply chain finance to demonstrate how innovative financing could be utilized in the fashion industry.\textsuperscript{169} Their educational webinars direct suppliers, brands, and investors to the financial tools needed to ensure a brand’s low-carbon future.\textsuperscript{170}

The Low Carbon Logistics, or Promoting Broader Climate Action, Working Group focuses on the goal of “communicat[ing] a shared vision and understanding through the development of a common strategy and messaging, including by championing climate action within the fashion industry through an enhanced and trust-building dialogue with relevant stakeholders.”\textsuperscript{171} The Brand/Retailer Owned or Operated Emissions Working Group developed guidance for greenhouse gas emission reduction for brands and retailers.\textsuperscript{172} It primarily focused on best practices for brands’ transitions to sourcing renewable energy.\textsuperscript{173}
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These working groups have the potential to provide needed uniform guidance to the industry. The unique structure of the Fashion Charter, created in a manner that mimics the structure of COP26, presents a unique challenge for enforcement of signatories' pledged commitments and implementation of the working groups' results. The agreements themselves do not legally bind parties to implement or try to enforce these pledges.\textsuperscript{174} A common critique of these types of international treaties is that they fail to effectively achieve their goals of cutting emissions because they lack legally enforceable substantive penalties for nonenforcement.\textsuperscript{175} Each signatory could make these agreements legally binding by implementing accompanying legal standards in their own country or corporation.\textsuperscript{176} Some countries such as Britain and New Zealand amended their laws to incorporate COP26 emission-cutting targets; however, most have not followed their lead.\textsuperscript{177} Instead, parties rely on intangible societal and political pressures to join the list of signatories and encourage enforcement.\textsuperscript{178}

The Fashion Charter’s working groups provide reports of useful information to be used across the industry. Groups invest substantial time and resources to provide guidance to be shared to the public for industry-wide compliance and implementation. As consumers demand more sustainable practices, brands increasingly look to evaluate their own practices. Some brands, especially those smaller and less established may not know exactly what sustainable practices entails in the textile industry. Additionally, if all brands commit to greater sustainability and standardize innovative, energy-efficient practices, then it becomes easier to standardize the textile manufacturing practices of supply chains in China. China’s textile industry plays a critical role as a key
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industry leader in dictating whether these pledged polices and working groups’ guidance are implemented across the industry.

2. 2021 Summit and Beyond

The Charter met again at the 2021 Glasgow Conference to evaluate their progress and reconsider their commitments. Niclas Svenningsen, manager of Global Climate Action at UN Climate Change, stated at the conference that Charter signatories “realized [the 2018 Fashion Charter] isn’t enough any longer . . . We need to make it stronger, more concrete, more ambitious.” The 2021 Summit revised the Charter to establish more ambitious goals while members reiterated their commitment to climate action. As previously mentioned, they amended their commitment from thirty percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions to fifty percent reduction.

The 2021 Summit meeting also sought to implement new changes addressing various types of materials designers select and direct manufacturers to process. Global fiber production has increased from 58 million tons in 2000 to 109 million tons in 2020 with an expected increase to 146 million tons in 2030. The textile industry is on an exponential trajectory of high demand; therefore, amending and strengthening the Charter’s sustainability targets in 2021 come at an opportune time of an exploding textile industry and worsening climate that will help dictate the future of environmentalism in the fashion industry.
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Textile Exchange, a global non-profit organization dedicated to accelerating widespread industry adoption of more environmentally friendly raw materials, submitted a trade request to include a goal of sourcing one hundred percent “priority” materials by 2030; it garnered the support of over fifty of the largest global textile and fashion companies.\textsuperscript{186} In response, the signatories subsequently revised the Charter to set this new target for “priority” materials which includes cotton, viscose, polyester, wool, and leather.\textsuperscript{187} This class of raw materials is more environmentally friendly as it “can be recycled in a closed loop, and [is] deforestation-free, conversion-free (meaning natural ecosystems are not destroyed in the process) and produced using regenerative practices.”\textsuperscript{188} Stakeholders at COP26 discussed the need for complementary national policies that create financial incentives for brands to use these materials in order to actually meet this new target.\textsuperscript{189} Over fifty various companies and brands including Chloé, Kering, and Stella McCartney have called on national governments to design supplemental financial policies to support the Charter’s provisions to ensure these targets are not merely fanciful or aspirational.\textsuperscript{190}

The new agreement also emphasizes brands working with suppliers to cut back coal emissions.\textsuperscript{191} The Charter committed signatories to “phas[e] out coal from tier one and tier two suppliers by 2030, including no new coal power by 2023, as well as helping suppliers to implement science-based targets by the end of 2025.”\textsuperscript{192} Brand and supplier collaboration is necessary as most of the emissions that these brands committed to reducing originate
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in the supply chain.\footnote{193} Therefore, coal phase-outs are particularly key in priority countries like China, hubs of textile supply chains with economies overwhelmingly reliant on coal to power its factories.\footnote{194} Charter working groups are currently focused on understanding why factories still use coal-fired boilers and what viable alternatives could be used to replace coal.\footnote{195}

The Charter requires signatory brands to submit plans on how they aim to achieve these new targets, with updates every three years.\footnote{196} Some argue that the current Charter does not go far enough by failing to commit to transitioning the industry’s supply chain to one hundred percent renewables by 2030.\footnote{197} Others believe that the goals are adequate, but achieving them will require overcoming the more difficult issue of enforcement.\footnote{198} Maxine Bedat, founder of the New Standards Institute, reiterated this view stating that, “What’s good is that it sets science-based targets – this is the gold standard for emissions reductions, so that is very meaningful... [But] what is the penalty if these targets are not achieved?”\footnote{199}

Even the official 2021 statements from the Charter’s founders acknowledge that more ambitious work needs to be done.\footnote{200} However, this Charter represents an important first step. It brings together the multiple levels of the fashion and textile industry to collaborate on effecting urgent change.
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B. COP 26 SUMMIT

The COP26 summit marked another important step forward in achieving global commitments to climate action, the effects of which will impact all industries.201 As one of the largest emitters of greenhouse gases and a key manufacturing power, China is in a key position to create far-reaching change that will significantly combat climate change’s effects across the globe.202 Governments, corporations, and NGOs discussed accelerating commitments made during the Paris Agreement at the COP26 summit to achieve the ultimate goal of global net-zero emissions by mid-century.203

1. Key Takeaways of the COP26 Agreement

The Paris Agreement set a goal of limiting the average global temperature rise to “well below 2 degrees Celsius” above pre-industrial levels with an aim for 1.5 degrees Celsius.204 With new research revealing more alarming predictions, countries agreed to focus on aiming for 1.5 degrees Celsius.205 Parties were also encouraged to submit updated and more ambitious Nationally Determined Contributions (“NDCs”) as quickly as possible before
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205. James Bee et al., COP26: Key Takeaways from the Glasgow Summit, JD SUPRA (Nov. 24, 2021), https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/cop26-key-takeaways-from-the-glasgow-1740863/ [https://perma.cc/37VV-YHKM]. It should be noted that even though countries agreed to aim for this more ambitious target in discussions, the finalized Glasgow Agreement did not contain the 1.5 degrees Celsius commitment. Rather, it retained the “well below 2 degrees Celsius” language to garner complete consensus on the Agreement.
the next COP27 summit in 2022. NDCs report each nation’s plan for emissions reduction and compliance with the Agreement. This revision hastens the timeline for submissions from the Paris Agreement’s initial vision of updated NDCs every five years.

Governments again agreed on the need for much greater financial support to developing countries, historically lower greenhouse gas emitters, that will face climate change’s effects more catastrophically. Developing countries generally lack the same financial resources available to wealthier nations to implement climate mitigation measures to protect infrastructure, water, agriculture, and health:

[Climate change’s] adverse impacts will be most striking in the developing nations because of their geographical and climatic conditions, their high dependence on natural resources, and their limited capacity to adapt to a changing climate. Within these countries, the poorest, who have the least resources and the least capacity to adapt, are the most vulnerable.

The summit acknowledged that developed countries have yet to live up to their previous pledge of US$100 billion annually to support developing countries. This was a highly publicized failure. Nations were asked to “at least double” their climate finance adaptation commitment by 2025.
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Parties finally agreed upon Article 6 of the Paris Agreement after six years of discussion, implementing foundational rules for international carbon markets.\textsuperscript{214} Finalization of this so-called Paris Agreement Rulebook was a critical and controversial step forward in determining how nations can establish global carbon markets to reduce emissions.\textsuperscript{215} It clarified global carbon credit transfers when quantifying nations’ carbon offsets.\textsuperscript{216} After the Paris Agreement was signed, concern grew that signatory countries would carry over old carbon offset credits from the Kyoto Protocol to use in meeting their new carbon emission commitments.\textsuperscript{217}

The Kyoto Protocol preceded the Paris Agreement as an international climate diplomatic convention dedicated to curbing carbon emissions.\textsuperscript{218} Adopted in 1997, the agreement bound forty-one industrialized countries and the European Union to reduce six specific greenhouse gas emissions to 5.2 percent below pre-1990 levels by 2012.\textsuperscript{219} The protocol did not bind developing nations, leaving China, considered a developing nation at the time of agreement in 1997, outside of the discussions.\textsuperscript{220} The United States chose not to participate in or ratify the Kyoto Protocol, justifying nonparticipation in part because of China’s exclusion.\textsuperscript{221}
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Agreement presented a modern opportunity to redesign new emission reduction objectives that would bind all countries.\textsuperscript{222} When deciding how to track signatories’ progress in executing the Paris Agreement’s new commitments, the convention first addressed whether industrialized nations could roll over previous carbon reduction progress under the Kyoto Protocol to account for progress in achieving the Paris Agreement’s superseding goals.\textsuperscript{223} Article 6 clarifies that credit carryovers from the Kyoto Protocol are limited to 120 million metric tons of carbon for only the first round of commitments.\textsuperscript{224} Kelley Kizzier, the Environmental Defense Fund’s Vice President for Global Climate stated, “The agreed Article 6 rules give countries the tools they need for environmental integrity, to avoid double-counting [emission reductions] and ultimately to clear a path to get private capital flowing to developing countries.”\textsuperscript{225}

Another fervent topic of discussion was devising language in the agreement about coal usage. The final pact committed countries to “accelerate efforts towards phasing down unabated coal power.”\textsuperscript{226} This language was fiercely debated against the more ambitious draft language of “phas[ing] out” coal, leaving many negotiators angered by a weaker pledge.\textsuperscript{227} However, this does mark the first COP pact that explicitly calls out a particular fossil fuel.\textsuperscript{228} China staunchly fought alongside India’s negotiators for the more diluted language; the two textile industry leaders’ economies rely heavily on coal.\textsuperscript{229} This change in language demonstrates the unique and influential position China stands in as a global driver in energy and climate action. The next few years will be critical in understanding whether China and its textile
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industry will take action to diminish their dependency on coal or continue to rely on coal with separate carbon offset initiatives to meet their COP26 emission reduction goals.

2. China’s Position in COP26

The overwhelming message of COP26 was the focus on coal. Chris Littlecott, an Associate Director for the climate change thinktank E3G, stated, “The focus on coal at COP26 was unprecedented and signals change.”[230] China’s fight for weakened coal withdrawal language contrasted this new initiative.[231] China’s President Xi was notably absent from the conference, which representatives attributed to COVID-19 concerns. Many officials interpreted his absence as a political statement that would make more aggressive emission negotiations more difficult to secure.[232] Most notably, President Biden called President Xi’s lack of in-person appearance and less active participation in the summit a “big mistake.”[233] Xie Zhenhua, China’s senior economics official and top climate negotiator led the delegation and committed the nation to continue climate work.[234] President Xi stated that he remained in contact with the heads of state on the delegation team.[235]

President Biden overtly attacked President Xi’s lessened involvement.[236] He pointed to China’s missed opportunity to exert stronger international influence and instead reflected a view of climate action as lacking urgency: “They’ve lost an ability to influence people around the world and all the people here at COP
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— the same way, I would argue, with regard to Russia [who was also notably absent without explanation from the summit].”

Britain’s prime minister Boris Johnson provided less critical commentary on China’s involvement. He asserted that President Xi’s absence does not suggest significant disengagement from China in climate change deliberations and rather lauded their headways in renewable energy manufacturing, reforestation, and Beijing’s commitment to end overseas coal plant financing. Despite this acknowledgment, however, Johnson agreed that China, as a leading emitter of global carbon emissions, must commit to doing more to curb this issue.

Many countries signed other initiatives outside the Glasgow Climate Pact to heighten their commitments. The US, EU, and others committed to a thirty percent reduction in methane emissions by 2030. China, a key global methane emitter, was notably absent from this pledge. Rather, it pledged to develop its own “national plan” to address emissions. Additionally, China was also notably absent from the roster of 190 countries and organizations committed to transitioning away from unabated coal power generation in the UK-led Global Coal to Clean Power Transition Statement. In 2020, China comprised fifty-three percent of coal production worldwide with coal primarily powering its textile industry. Other major coal financiers, the United States, India, and
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Australia also abstained from the commitment. Signatory countries pledged to phase out new coal-power generation and scale up investment in clean technologies in the next decade; it remains to be seen whether China will scale down its domestic coal emissions to meet the larger objectives of COP26, even if it is not a privy to the Global Coal to Clean Power Transition Statement.

China has committed to stop financing overseas coal generation by the end of 2021. However, China remains in the midst of an energy crisis due to a coal shortage; the textile industry is one of the hardest hit sectors in this crisis. Australia supplied thirty-eight percent of China’s coal in 2019. However, China has unofficially banned Australian coal imports after political trade tensions peaked when Australia backed an international call for inquiring into Beijing’s improper handling of the COVID-19 outbreak. This coal scarcity has led to severe power outages across provinces since mid-August with “a shortage of coal
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[https://perma.cc/7K9A-U54Z] (“China continues to burn more coal than any other developed nation . . . . China accounted for fifty-three percent of the world’s coal-powered electricity in 2020—nine percentage points higher than its share in 2015, when China joined the Paris Agreement.”); see also Wang et al., supra note 9, at 8 (“Coal products [are] still the dominant source of electricity consumed in China’s [textile] industry.”).
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supplies, tougher government mandates to cut emissions and higher manufacturing demand as the global economy bounces back from pandemic lows."^{253} China has expressed it will not lift its Australian import ban anytime soon.\(^{254}\) Analysts predict that China will begin ramping up its own coal production or curb its own emissions while importing coal from other countries like Indonesia and Russia.\(^{255}\)

Despite China’s longstanding history of coal dependency and experts’ concerning predictions about this continued reliance, there are still indications that China will commit to lessening its emissions. China and the United States released a surprising joint statement at COP26, pledging to work together, as the largest global emitters of greenhouse gases, to curb emissions and transition to cleaner energy sources.\(^{256}\) China has the infrastructure to support a transition to renewables and currently stands as one of the world’s largest suppliers of renewable energy technologies.\(^{257}\) However, converting significant portions of its energy consumption to renewables will be a difficult and long transition.\(^{258}\)

COP26’s focus on coal places political pressure on nations across the globe to move away from coal consumption. For China to meet the climate action standards it pledged to in COP26, it will need to undertake some form of action to minimize its coal emissions.\(^{259}\) China’s textile industry comprises a significant amount of
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the nation’s coal emissions. If China were to transition the industry’s energy use to more renewable sources, then it could significantly curb emissions. The country could use its current coal shortage crisis as an opportunity for reform with its textile industry leading the transition.

D. AIR POLLUTION: SUMMARY

Addressing the Chinese textile industry’s air pollution issues necessitates reducing China’s historical dependency on coal. This remains a difficult issue, but brands have power as financial contributors and energy users. They can impose and enforce sustainability policies on their suppliers. Nike and Adidas utilized this strategy when their suppliers in Cambodia announced new coal plant construction initiatives. They threatened to stop contracting with them if these suppliers were to move forward with plans as it contradicted their own sustainability goals. Therefore, in order for China and its textile stakeholders to meet the commitments of COP26 and the Fashion Charter for Climate Action, brands need to take radical action to mitigate China’s reliance on coal.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS: FACILITATING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE FOR CHINA’S TEXTILE INDUSTRY

China’s textile industry has created severe water and air pollution issues. Concerted efforts by governments, brands, NGOs, and manufacturers can address these issues. Parties must encourage transparency, incentivize more sustainable wastewater and textile processing, and transition national economies to greater reliance on cleaner renewable energy sources. The environmental impacts of China’s textile industry remain a
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complicated issue that no single effort can solve. Rather, it requires a multi-faceted solution. This Note recommends, after examination of the current environmental harms and accompanying national regulations, a three-prong plan for a more sustainable future for China’s textile industry.

A. ENVIRONMENTAL TAX REFORM

China’s new environmental tax policy should be amended to include carbon dioxide on the list of offending pollutants. This new tax system seeks to improve air and water quality from offending pollutants such as sulfur dioxide and sulfite. Policymakers designed the policy to have such breadth to even penalize offenses such as noise pollution. Therefore, as the world’s heaviest emitter of carbon dioxide, China should reconcile the tax’s purpose of protecting environmental and human health from harmful pollutants with carbon dioxide’s deadly acceleration of climate change.

Organizations conducted studies to quantify the efficiency of this tax reform and found varied success; additional studies over time will reveal the extent of the tax’s impact on reducing pollution. One study found that “[t]he environmental protection tax has a significant inhibitory effect on haze and can significantly...”
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reduce the emission of haze . . . Moreover, a pollutant discharge fee system can also guide enterprises to reduce environmental pollution."270 Another recent study concluded that the tax policy generally reduced emissions of short-lived air pollutants (e.g. SO$_2$, NO$_X$, TSP, PM$_{10}$, PM$_{2.5}$, CO, VOCs, OC, NH$_3$ and BC) but had its limits:

[T]he significant effects only happen in regions with large economic scale (i.e. Guangdong, Shandong and Zhejiang provinces) and in sectors with high emission intensity (i.e. the electric power and nonmetal manufacturing sectors). However, at the national level, the overall effect of the current policy on air pollution mitigation is relatively small, less than 2% compared to a business-as-usual scenario. Large emission reduction potentials exist if the tax increases. Therefore, a more ambitious tax policy is urgently needed in order to achieve China’s air pollution mitigation target of 2020.271

These studies support the recommendation that to fully execute the goal of the tax policy, policymakers must strengthen its language by widening the scope of offending pollutants to include carbon dioxide.272 Additional studies are also required to evaluate the regional and national impacts of the policy over time.273 Further, even if lawmakers amend the tax system to include carbon dioxide in the policy, NGOs and environmental research groups should still focus on tracking the levels of enforcement and supervision. These accompanying studies could help the People’s Congress determine the necessity of implementing further remedial measures to the current policy such as increasing the level of enforcement and rate of taxation over time.274
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273. Id. ("Although the new tax law is perceived as an aggressive policy that tends to establish a taxation system for promoting air pollution control, evaluations of its effectiveness are insufficient and urgently needed for China.").
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B. BRANDS EXERT FINANCIAL LEVERAGE TO DEMAND TRANSPARENCY AND BETTER PRACTICES

Transparency and employment of more environmentally friendly textile processing practices should be the epicenter of brands’ sustainability initiatives. This Note examines the potential sustainable practices a textile manufacturer can employ to produce more environmentally friendly products. Brands and manufacturers should strive to implement initiatives such as constructing wastewater treatment facilities, employing innovative dyeing practices with more natural dyes and reduced water consumption, and increasing transparency of factories’ environmental offenses with participation in public databases like IPE’s Blue Map app.

China can strengthen the scope of its environmental tax law to pressure factories to implement these practices. However, the national government has a long history of nonenforcement that may undermine the weight of this intended pressure. On the other hand, brands, especially larger wealthier brands, have the resources to financially leverage and sway the choices of their supply chain’s environmental activities.

Consumer demand for sustainability incentivizes brands to exert pressure on suppliers for environmental accountability, despite any financial costs that may accrue in changing their supplier’s sustainability practices.

275. See Cicenia, supra note 69 (“[I]t is one of the first policies aimed directly at tackling the lack of enforcement at the local level . . . . China already has a number of laws and regulations aimed at protecting the environment, but lack of enforcement has historically impeded their effectiveness.”).

276. See Anne-Titia Bové & Steven Swartz, Starting at the Source: Sustainability in Supply Chains, MCKINSEY & CO.: MCKINSEY SUSTAINABILITY (Nov. 11, 2016), https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/sustainability/our-insights/starting-at-the-source-sustainability-in-supply-chains [https://perma.cc/NB8H-QPK6] (“Consumer businesses are responsible for ensuring that their supply chains are managed well. These companies are also in a strong position to influence their suppliers.”).

277. Id.; see Troy, How Has Consumer Demand for Sustainable Clothing Impacted Companies, ICSTD (Jan. 28, 2022), https://www.ictsd.org/how-has-consumer-demand-for-sustainable-clothing-impacted-companies/ (“63% of respondents said they were
sustainable textiles has grown overwhelmingly in the past decade, with an increase in interest over the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown period.\textsuperscript{278} Consumers now demand that the fashion companies they support deliver sustainable products.\textsuperscript{279} Many brands including luxury designers have risen to address this problem, as evidenced by the conglomeration of corporations pledging more sustainable practices in the 2021 Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action.\textsuperscript{280}

When brands try to implement more sustainable supply chain practices, consumers may distrust the brand’s claims of sustainability.\textsuperscript{281} Consumers may interpret these acts as misleading “greenwashing” marketing and want further confirmation of sustainable practices.\textsuperscript{282} Additionally, the brand itself may not be certain as to whether its overseas textile factories willing to pay more for products that are eco-friendly. More than 65% of consumers would prefer to pay more for eco-friendly products).\textsuperscript{283}
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are actually in compliance with their agreed upon sustainability practices.283

Public disclosure of supply chain practices can address these concerns with open-source databases, providing information on datapoints such as the factory’s wastewater treatment practices, coal usage emissions, and water consumption and pollutant levels.284 IPE’s Blue Map program institutes this kind of programming for factories in China.285 However, even Ma Jun, creator of IPE’s index, concedes that IPE alone cannot monitor all textile factories in China and would need much more governmental and outside resources to increase the database’s reach.286 IPE’s index does not stand as the sole public database performing this service in China; many other international databases such as the Open Apparel Registry, SourceMap, and the Transparency Pledge also track supply chain activities and encourage brands to publish their manufacturing practices.287 Brands across the globe should invest in supply chain data sharing to ensure their supply chain remains in compliance with these previously recommended environmentally friendly practices and further instill consumer trust in their sustainability claims.288

Furthermore, guidance found in the US Federal Trade Commission’s (“FTC”) Green Guides and UN Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action should be amended to encourage industry-wide compliance with sharing textile factories’ environmental practices. The Federal Trade Commission lays out

283. See id.; see also Florian Heubrandner, Will Technology be the Game-Changer for Rising Transparency in the Fashion Supply Chain?, GREENBIZ (Jan. 31, 2020) https://www.greenbiz.com/article/will-technology-be-game-changer-rising-transparency-fashion-supply-chain-sponsored [https://perma.cc/5MT5-J2DG]. (“[A] transparent production process is crucial for making sure the company’s sustainability targets are met.”).

284. See Nguyen, supra note 281; see also Green Supply Chain CITI Evaluation Guidelines 8.0, IPE, http://wwwen.ipe.org.cn/Gr eenSupplyChain/userguide/CITI评价指南.pdf [https://perma.cc/AZB3-6ND2].
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guiding principles surrounding “green” marketing claims. For example, FTC Guides warn against broad claims of eco-friendliness, which may be difficult to substantiate with precision. This Note recommends amending the FTC Green Guides to include sustainable textile processing practices, i.e., recommending natural dyes and wastewater treatment facilities, and public databases within its guidance for sustainability. The final 2012 Guides stated that it would not address sustainable claims as the “[C]ommission lacks sufficient evidence on which to base general guidance.” Claims of sustainable fabrics and supply chains have since exploded in the last decade. Furthermore, the FTC announced it intends to revisit its Green Guides in 2022 to review and expand the “types of environmental claims FTC may find deceptive under Section 5 of the FTC Act.” The FTC guidance does not need to enumerate every practice within sustainable textile production; however, it would be beneficial to provide a


293. FTC Intends to Initiate Review of Green Guides in 2022, JD Supra (July 7, 2021), https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/ftc-intends-to-initiate-review-of-green-2192324/ [https://perma.cc/AK93-4GHH]; see Brook Determan et al., Environmental Marketing Claims: Regulatory and Litigation Outlook Nat’l L. Rev. (Aug. 12, 2021), https://www.natlawreview.com/article/environmental-marketing-claims-regulatory-and-litigation-outlook [https://perma.cc/2Q89-3LH9] (“While the FTC has not yet indicated any specific focus areas for the revisions, the agency may revisit some of the categories of claims it considered but declined to cover in the 2012 revision, such as “sustainable,” “organic,” or “natural.” The FTC may also revisit the level of substantiation that should be required for environmental claims and the role of life-cycle assessment.”).
non-exhaustive list of examples of sustainable textile processing practices. This new guidance should describe proper wastewater treatment facilities, non-toxic dyeing practices, and caps on coal energy consumption as factors to evaluate whether a supply chain truly performs sustainably. While it is unlikely that the FTC would produce such specialized guidance, the FTC could alternatively release an FTC Policy Statement or official blog post to guide American brands on how to market their supply chain’s practices and what sustainable practices brands should employ to accurately represent their supply chains as sustainable.294

Secondly, the UN Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action’s “Playbook for Climate Action Report” should be amended to include this sustainability marketing guidance, as well as instructions on how brands can implement these environmentally friendly practices.295 As an international diplomatic agreement binding hundreds of influential signatories in the fashion and textile industry to climate action, incorporating these instructions in Working Groups’ reports facilitates industry-wide discussion.296 This discussion supports the aim of elevating these sustainable practices to become the mainstream industry-wide standard of textile processing.297

C. REDUCE COAL DEPENDENCY IN COMPLIANCE WITH FASHION CHARTER AND COP26

China should institute plans to implement a coal usage and carbon cap in its 14th Five-Year-Plan to meet its ambitious international treaty commitments for decarbonization. Additionally, it should continue investing in renewables to phase out its heavy coal dependency. The carbon and coal usage cap policy could help shift China’s energy consumption toward

---
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replacing a greater percent of its coal consumption with renewable energy.

China routinely produces an updated Five-Year-Plan document detailing the nation’s objectives for economic, social, and environmental development as endorsed by the National People’s Congress. On January 24, 2022, China published its 14th Five-Year Plan (2021-2025); China had just committed to ambitious goals set by its agreement to COP26 and the President’s commitment to achieving carbon neutrality by 2060.

The Plan countered many expectations after COP26 that the new Plan would intensify past national environmental commitments: “[W]hile modestly increasing its non-fossil fuel energy consumption goals from 15% in its 13th Five-Year-Plan to 20% over the next five years, carbon intensity reduction targets remained flat at 18% and the target to reduce energy use per unit of GDP actually dropped from 15% to 13.5%.” Furthermore, it failed to include a cap on absolute carbon emissions, a feature advocated for by environmentalists. The 14th Five-Year-Plan generally mentioned but did not affirmatively address whether it intended to retain the 13th Five-Year-Plan’s 1,100 GW cap on coal power capacity. The Plan indicated general decarbonization goals, stating that China will “implement a system based primarily on carbon-intensity controls, with the carbon cap as a supplement.”

---
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China should release a specific plan to institute a carbon cap effective during the 14th Five-Year-Plan period. New studies conducted by the NRDC and North China Electric Power University state that by “capping installed coal power capacity at 1,100 GW over the coming 14th Five-Year-Plan period, China can both guarantee its energy security and remain on track to accomplish its dual ‘30-60’ carbon emissions targets.”\textsuperscript{304} A Standing Committee member recently submitted a proposal to establish a carbon cap in 2022, which currently remains under consideration by the National People’s Congress.\textsuperscript{305} The National People’s Congress should accept this proposal immediately to better reform China’s energy consumption.

China pledged to expand its share of renewable energy usage in the nation’s energy consumption.\textsuperscript{306} China currently stands as a well-established leader in renewable energy as the largest producer of solar and wind energy, largest domestic investor in renewable energy, largest wind turbine manufacturer, and owner of five out of six largest solar-module manufacturing corporations.\textsuperscript{307} The Chinese government overtly prioritizes renewable energy investment to address its severe national water and air pollution crises.\textsuperscript{308}

However, despite being a leader in renewable energy, China continues to possess the third-largest coal reserves across the globe, a reliance on imported coal which has only increased over time.\textsuperscript{309} Its coal dependency must change to meet the ambitious goals set by COP26 signatories, Chinese stakeholders in the UN
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Fashion Charter for Climate Action, and China’s own national ambitions disclosed in its 14th Five-Year-Plan. Establishing carbon emissions and a coal usage cap in its Five-Year-Plan could incentivize further development and increased energy reliance on renewable energy sources over coal.

V. CONCLUSION

This Note examined the detrimental impacts of China’s textile industry on air and water pollution to showcase the environmental costs of the textile industry in China. The decision to pursue comprehensive remedial action requires stakeholders answer the remaining query. Are nations, brands, NGOs, and consumers willing to bear these heavy environmental costs and allow local communities to pay for it with the toxic effects of air and water pollution for the sake of cheaper business?

If the fashion industry truly seeks to make sustainability a priority within the textile industry, the industry must strengthen China’s environmental tax policies, increase transparency of supply chain’s environmental practices, and reduce China’s dependence on coal. It is also critical to acknowledge that China’s textile industry does not exist within a vacuum. The textile industry is uniquely globalized with interconnected fashion industry stakeholders across the globe. Therefore, even if China

310. See Gao Baiyu, Does Coal Still Have a Role in China’s Decarbonizing Power Market?, CHINA DIALOGUE (Jan. 8, 2021), https://chinadialogue.net/en/energy/does-coal-still-have-a-role-in-chinas-decarbonising-power-market/ [https://perma.cc/5B28-JW4V] (“The country’s energy experts have more or less reached the consensus that a fundamental transformation of the coal sector is inevitable.”).
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began enforcing stricter environmental standards and transitioned to cleaner energy sources, as proposed here, some brands may simply move factories to other countries such as India, Indonesia, and Bangladesh with less stringent standards to save costs.\textsuperscript{313} Therefore, although these proposed measures are essential to addressing the Chinese textile industry's current impact on air and water pollution, in practice, these actions must be accompanied by unified industry and societal pressures to reject unsustainable practices.\textsuperscript{314} International agreements such as COP26 and the UN Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action encourage sustainable actions from \textit{all} stakeholders to truly address the comprehensive environmental cost of the textile industry in China.

\textsuperscript{313} See \textsc{China Water Risk}, \textit{supra} note 18 (“As wages rise in China, however, this is a trend that is already underway, with some of the dirtiest factories moving to Bangladesh, Pakistan and Vietnam, where regulations are even lighter and costs less.”).
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